Inter-text: ‘the
impossibility
of living outside the infinite text –
whether this
be Proust or
the daily
newspaper or
the television
screen…’
(Barthes, The
Pleasure of
the Text,
1973/1990, p.
36).

‘… I define postmodern as incredulity toward metanarratives’ (p. xxiv). “The answer is: Let us wage a war on
totality…’ (p. 82). (Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition,
1979/1984)
“The greatest crimes against humanity (and by humanity) have been
perpetrated in the name of the rule of reason, of better order and
greater happiness” (Bauman, Postmodern Ethics, 1993/1995, p. 238).

POSTMODERN BRIC-A-BRAC RECYCLED…
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If you look into the Abyss …
‘…grammatol
ogy is a
boundary
science and a
science of
boundaries…’
(Ulmer, 1985,
p. 130).

“Chance and chance
alone has a message
for us. Everything
that occurs out of
necessity, everything
expected, repeated
day in and day out, is
mute. Only chance
can speak to us. We
read its messages
much as gypsies
read the images
made by coffee
grounds at the bottom of a cup” (Kundera, The
Unbearable Lightness of Being, 1984 /
1999, p. 48).

“There is always the hope that ‘research’ will
lead you to some obscure place that is an undiscovered gem. The researcher as tourist”
(Schlunke, Bluff Rock: Autobiography of a Massacre,
2005, p. 209).
‘Modern practice stands out from other practices for its obsessive preoccupation with
ordering, and all ordering is about neat divisions and clear-cut categories, casting all
ambivalence, automatically, as the prime and the most awesome of weeds’ (Bauman,
Life in Fragments, 1995, p. 219).

the Abyss will look into you. (Nietzsche)
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undecidability

Love, stability, and
cohesion. A good place
to begin deconstructing
this text would be with
this line, since it contradicts the thrust and
rationale of the project
itself. Such contradictions are not uncommon, in all research and
writings. Here, the artist-author yearns for the
very stability he suggests is beyond him –
the very order he suggests is beyond the
world. So he dreams of
a world outside and
beyond the very Chaos
he openly welcomes.
Can he have it both
ways? Can he have his
cake and eat it too?
Can he dream of oblivion and beyond while
awakening from false
consciousness?

“The truth in question is that the ‘messiness’ will stay whatever we do
or know, that the little orders and ‘systems’ we carve out in the world
are brittle, until-further-notice, and as arbitrary and in the end contingent as their alternatives” (Bauman, Postmodern Ethics, 1993/1995,
p. 33).
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‘[Derrida]
proposes a
writing oriented toward
stimulation or
provocation
rather than
information, a
pedagogical
writing to
raise questions rather
than a scientific discourse giving
answers’
(Ulmer, 1985,
p. 134).

‘In the postmodern times of ours the ordering obsession is still very much the mark of
thinking and action. What are now absent are models of global order…’ (Bauman, Life
in Fragments, 1995, p. 220).

Art(e)fact = part art-science-fact-fiction-interface-paper = (im)material
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“The question … now
asked by the professional student, the
State, or institutions of
higher education is no
longer ‘Is it true?’ but
‘What use is it?’ In the
context of the mercantilization of knowledge, more often than
not this question is
equivalent to: ‘Is it
saleable?’ And in the
context of powergrowth: ‘Is it efficient?’” (Lyotard, The
Postmodern Condition, 1979/1984, p.
51).
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RAGE AGAINST
‘The immediate application of this
new speculation is to
overcome the
desire of the
professor to
conclude, to
render a question inert
through resolution, to reduce the
tension of a
problem or an
interpretation
to the nirvana
state of zero
pressure by
designing a
decided
meaning’
(Ulmer, 1985,
p. 145).
‘In the beginning is hermeneutics.
But the
shared necessity of exegesis, the
interpretive
imperative, is
interpreted
differently by
the rabbi and
the poet’ (Derrida, Writing &
Difference,
1967/2005, p.
81).

Also: McLuhan & Fiore,
The Medium
is the Massage, 1967.

‘I had a strict rule,
which I think secret
services follow, too:
No piece of information is superior to any
other. Power lies in
having them all on
file and then finding
the connections.
There are always
connections; you
have only to want to
find them’’ (Eco,
Foucault’s Pendulum, 1988/2001, p.
225).

‘… I want to unknit
how we know something, I want to unravel how stories can
both fix ideas (and so
our ways of knowing)
and intimately and
intricately undo those
certainties. My hope
is that a gap, a space
of improvisation, will
be found, where
stories emerge that
speak of how they
have been produced
but also something
more’ (Schlunke,
Bluff Rock, 2005, p.
14).

Choice 1: interpretation
and literality
(exegesis and
hermeneutics);
Choice 2: invention and
allegory
(eisegesis and
heuristics).

Geoffrey Bennington: ‘Texts appeal to reading, cry out for reading, and not just any reading, but leave open an essential latitude or freedom which is just what constitutes reading as reading rather than passive decipherment.. … (Hermeneutics is the dream of closing that
opening.)’ (Hahn, On Derrida, 2002, p. 64).
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THE MACHINE
‘Derrida allies
himself with
the avantguardists
who perform
theory as a
kind of visual
art (Ulmer,
1985, p. 148,
my italics).

cunt n. Taboo. 1. the
female genitals. 2. Offensive slang. a woman
considered sexually. 3.
Offensive
slang.
a
mean or obnoxious
person. [C13: of German origin; related to
Old Norse kunta, Middle Low German kunte]
(Collins, n.d., p. 380)
God n. 1. Theol. the
sole Supreme Being,
eternal, spiritual, and
transcendent, who is
the Creator and ruler of
all and is infinite in all
attributes; the object of
worship in monotheistic
religions. ~interj. 2. an
oath or exclamation
used to indicate surprise, annoyance, etc.
(and in such expressions as My God! or
God Almighty!).
(Collins, n.d., p. 651)

The postmodern /
Neo-liberal world:
‘…be prepared for
constant change;
don’t get too committed to anything too
soon; keep your
options open; hang
loose; wait and see –
you never know
what’s coming next’
(Mackay, Advance
Australia Where,
2007, p. 170).

CONFORMITY
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HABIT

‘Print also taught us
the straight-line disciplines of reading and
writing which led to a
tendency to admire the
rational at the expense
of the emotional, and
to think in formal, logical, straight lines that
serve us well in many
contexts, but not all
(which is why Edward
de Bono had to reintroduce us to lateral
thinking)’ (Mackay, Advance Australia Where,
2007, p. 102).

Hypertexts
have open
borders that
cannot shut
out other
texts. They
are intratextual and intertextual with
no real inside
or outside
(Snyder, Hypertext, 1998,
pp. 50-51).

‘Far from seeking a
single and complete
experience, the
post-modern object
strives toward an
encyclopedic condition, allowing a myriad of access
points, and infinitude of interpretive
responses’ (Howard
Fox, as cited by
Steven Connor, as
cited by Glenn
Ward, Teach Yourself Postmodernism, 1997/ 2003, p.
48).

‘Postmodernism thus understood is not modernism at its end but in the nascent state…’
(Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition, 1979/1984, p. 79).

Textaments = textual tablets / fragments / identities / experiments

‘Texts of
pleasure.
Pleasure in
pieces; language in
pieces; culture in
pieces. Such
texts are
perverse in
that they are
outside any
imaginable
finality…’
(Barthes,
The Pleasure
of the Text,
1973/1990,pp
. 51-52).
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Salamander, the double-agent, says:

I see the exegesis eisegesis eiseJesus as an opportunity to define myself as an artist, researcher, learner,
teacher, and person in a neo-liberal world. I see it as
an opportunity to situate myself—physically, emotionally, cognitively, and spiritually—within a set of theories
and practices that allow me to generate responses to
the world around me. I see it as an opportunity to set
an agenda, outlook, disposition, theory, and practice
relevant and meaningful to me. I see it as an opportunity to open my world to possibilities rather than limitations. I see it as an opportunity to develop a ‘pedagogy’
for living and working in an educational system still
hankering back to the ideals of modernity and hostile
towards the dilemmas and messes of post-modernity. I
see it as an opportunity to be and become more than I
already am, not by producing definitive answers to satisfy the academy, but by producing partial solutions
and provisional answers to satisfy me as learner and
researcher.
The products themselves are the solutions and are the responses. It isn’t
just the words on the page—it is the
non-verbal and art(e)factual too. This
project articulates through verbal and
non-verbal means: through words and
images, and texts and objects. It
speaks from multiple vantage points
and through multiple registers. It ‘embodies’ partial-solutions rather than
definitive-answers.

Homer Longchamp, a hostage dying in a bunker from exposure
to sarin and mustard gas, says:
“I don’t know,” he says, puzzling at it, absorbed, “which of the
three great mysteries can be considered the most impenetrable.
Life. Or death. Or randomness. But I think randomness, the
maddening neatness of randomness. Yes, I think the geography
of chance is the ultimate teaser, intellectually and morally, because of the sheer enormity of divergence that results from a
micro-change here and a micro-change there. It’s almost a
commonplace now, with mathematicians: the Lorenz discovery—
an accidental finding in itself—that minute changes in weather
systems can have catastrophic results.”
(Turner Hospital, 2004, p. 377, my bold)

In our profession (making the world safe for stability, as
we like to say; and sometimes, relishing our own esoteric
wit, making the world safe for moral systems) it is a given
that chaos is all; that order is not only arbitrary but evanescent, and that it is the task of a small strong circle of
like-minded people to establish and guard it. Exactly
which system of order we sustain—morally and politically
speaking—is immaterial. We support the system most
likely to stay in place.
(Turner Hospital, Due Preparations for the Plague, 2004,
p. 258)

Zygmunt Bauman (1995) writes:
The very word ‘order’ made its way into
modern thought from architecture, where
it was first deployed to denote a whole in
which all parts fit each other and none
could be replaced without destroying the
harmony, and a situation that no change
could improve (p. 128).
[The ‘ordering’ of architecture was subsequently transformed into the ‘ordering’
of human beings through physical, mental, and spiritual structures and social
spacings.]
Eliminate from [the] world everything
accidental and unplanned – and you will
cut away the roots of all waywardness
and erratic conduct (p. 128).
The modern[ist] romance with universal
Reason and perfection [Order] proved to
be a costly affair; it also proved to be
abortive, as the great factory of order
went on producing more disorder while
the holy war against ambivalence
spawned more ambivalence (p. 190).
‘Order’ means a regular, stable environment for our action; a world in which the
probabilities of events are not distributed
at random, but arranged in a strict hierarchy – so that certain events are highly
likely to occur, others are less probable,
some others virtually impossible. Only
such an environment do we understand
(Bauman, 1997, p. 7).
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